Before proceeding to the second preliminary theorem we show that, if k is allowed to be a function of n, k(n), with lim sup k(n) = oo y n-• <» there always exists an x t L( [O, 1 ] ) (in fact, a bounded summable function) for which Theorem 1 does not hold. Indeed, under this condition on k(n), there exists a non-decreasing sequence {N n } such that k(N n ) is greater than or equal to 2 W+1 for every n. Let A n be the subset of [0,1] denned by* iVn-l Clearly ^4 n has measure less than or equal to 1/2 n+1 for each n> and A =X^Li^4n has measure less than or equal to 1/2. Let x(t) be the characteristic function of the set A. Then if we take ji always as 1, it is clear that
for every w, whence, as w-><*>, n )S Nn -*l > 1/2 ^ f *(0#.
•J 0
Incidentally, it may be noted that there exist other selections of n and the j» under which k{n)S n tends to a limit less than or equal to
On the other hand, we observe that for each fixed x t L([0, l]), there exists a function k(n) with \im n^(X) k{n) = oo for which we do have 
Then we have
Still further generalization, however, is possible. As a first step toward it we establish the following lemma Similarly, by approximating x by y from below, we obtain the other half of the desired inequality. Clearly the lemma holds also for any function x which is almost everywhere equal to a function y e R{ [0,1 ]). That the lemma cannot be extended to the case of x e L([0, l]) is evident; for whenever x is not essentially bounded, the A n can be so chosen that the corresponding sum is arbitrarily large, and whenever x is essentially bounded but not almost everywhere equal to a function y e R{ [0, 1 ]), the A n and B n can be so chosen that the corresponding sum approximates either the essential upper or the essential lower Darboux integral of x.
PROOF. There exists S >0 such that | h -h\ <b implies | x(h) -x(fe) |
The following theorem extends Theorem 2 in three distinct directions. /tf.#iif|#(0|^< € /(2&+2). Secondly, in accordance with the theorem for a bounded set, let ô, (ô<l), correspond to re, E-HM+U k> e/2. Thirdly, let {A n } and {B n } be any sequences satisfying the hypotheses; and allow ^£j n to stand for a sum extended over all values of n for which | J3 w --Hjif| >0, and £)" for the rest of the sum ]T)". Then we have
